
Name Scan Sig Thrust Hull A PD G T Special

Senator 5” 8” 6” 17 2+ 5 1 H Ablative Armour, 
Detector

Resistance Senator
Battlecruiser 170 pts

1.0

Type Lock Attack Damage Arc Special

VX Bomb 2+ 3 2 F Bombardment, Limited (3)

NC-16 Missile Salvo 3+ 2D3+4 1 F/S/R Close Action

VX Bomb
If this weapon does damage to a Sector, remove all Ground Assets (friendly and enemy) from that Sector and 
any Sectors in the same Cluster.

Recorded ships of the class: 
Project 26-02, Dark Side of the Moon, Regretful Necessity (Independents) 

Kabal’s Judgement, Ultimate Certainty, Streetsweeper (Kalium) 

The Senator was classified at the time of the Scourge invasion and for good 
reason. The class was an affront to many EAA government cornerstones. Though 

records were lost in the invasion, historians believe the Senator was secretly 
developed by Earth Fleet Command’s shadowy Section Green, without civilian 

government knowledge. If true the military was preparing contingencies for city-
wide insurrections; if not the government was. Some whisper that a military coup 

was tabled and this was an anti-uprising deterrent, though the Scourge put paid 
to anyone’s plans. Though comparatively rare then, most Senators survived the 

invasion since friendly fire on a biblical scale would have resulted if such terrors 
were used in “defence”. Kalium is rumoured to build these new - disquieting, if 

unsurprising.

The Senator carries three armoured VX nerve agent torpedoes packed with 
dispersal cluster bomblets. If detonated over a city, any contact with the agent 

results in spasms, vomiting, paralysis and asphyxiation, leaving infrastructure 
untouched. As a terror weapon, the Senator carries no significant long range 

anti-ship firepower, but does include powerful missile turrets for close defence. 
Combat doctrine stressed the use of the Senator’s then advanced detector array to  

warn of enemy vessels, or roving reporters after the scandal of the century.

Resistance Senator 
Battlecruiser

Length: 1276m

Beam: 202m

Height: 400m

Displacement:

19,600,000m³



Name Scan Sig Thrust Hull A PD G T Special

Triumvir 5” 8” 6” 17 2+ 5 1 H Ablative Armour, 
Launch

Resistance Triumvir
Repair cruiser 190 pts

1.0

Type Lock Attack Damage Arc Special

NC-4 Missiles 4+ 4 1 F/S/R Close Action

Repair Bay
Any friendly ships rolling Damage Control within 6” of this ship add +2 to their roll.

Box of Scraps
If a friendly ship with Hull 4 or higher is destroyed within 6” of this ship, pick any friendly ship within 6” of 
this ship. The chosen ship replenishes D3 Hull Points.

Load Launch Special

Fighters & Bombers 6 -

Recorded ships of the class: Brunel, Eiffel, Stephenson (Independents) 
People’s Beneficence, Kabal’s Wisdom, As One (Kalium) 

The Triumvir has been one of the most valued ships to the Resistance since 
escaping the Scourge invasion. Shipyards mostly being a lost luxury, any repairs 

had to be run in the void with the help of other ships - the Triumvir’s specialty. 
Though a military vessel with fighting armour and battlecruiser tonnage, most 

of its superstructure is dominated by an insectile bank of extending service 
armatures. Long-term, Triumvirs can run complex repairs that take weeks. In 

battle they inject expanding, rapid-cure polymer foam into hull breaches, armour 
cracks and voided areas, keeping a ship in the fight longer. Despite their value 

beyond the battlespace, many Resistance admirals gladly risk fielding Triumvirs 
for the sake of the greater good.

To support its activities, the Triumvir has a large internal hangar for various 
service craft from shuttles to engineering barges. 

Triumvirs that go to battle tend to replace some of these with 
regular fighters and bombers to add offensive and escort capability.

Resistance Triumvir 
Repair cruiser

Length: 1192m

Beam: 202m

Height: 372m

Displacement:

22,290,000m³


